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1. Introduction. If If is a compact Hausdorf space then C(M)

denotes the Banach algebra (point multiplication, sup norm) of

continuous complex valued functions on M. A. subspace of C(M) is

called selfadjoint if it is closed under complex conjugation of func-

tional values. J. A. Wolf [2] characterized the compact connected

Riemannian symmetric manifolds M such that all closed subspaces

of C(M), invariant under the largest group of isometries of M are

selfadjoint. His result is:

Theorem. All closed G-invariant subspaces of C(M) are selfadjoint

if and only if the Weyl group of M contains —1(1 = identity).

The proof given by him is essentially a case by case proof using

Cartan's classification of the compact simply connected irreducible

Riemannian symmetric spaces.

In this paper, using a different approach, we give a direct proof of

that theorem.

I am indebted to J. A. Wolf for suggesting this problem.

2. We assume some familiarity with Riemannian symmetric spaces

and their spherical functions, but recall the basic facts in order to

establish notation. See Helgason [l] for details.

Let G be a connected Lie group and K a closed subgroup. The pair

(67, K) is a symmetric pair if there exists a nontrivial analytic auto-

morphism a of G of order two such that (Ka)oEKEKc, where Kc

denotes the set of fixed points of cr and (Kc)o is the identity compo-

nent of A,. Every connected Riemannian symmetric space M gives

rise to a symmetric pair (G, K) where G is the largest connected group

of isometries of M and K is the isotropy subgroup of G at some point

xEM. Moreover K is compact and G/K is diffeomorphic to M.

Therefore M is compact if and only if G is compact. From now on we

will restrict our attention to a symmetric pair (G, K) where G is

compact.

The Lie algebra 9 of G is the vector space direct sum 3C©(P where

the differential of a is +1 on X. and — 1 on (P, and where 3C is the Lie
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algebra of K. Every subalgebra of g contained in (P is abelian. Let ft

be a maximal one. It follows that G = KAK where A =exp(d). Con-

sider the normalizer N— {kEK- Ad(k) &E(t} of CI in P. Conjugation

by elements of N induces a finite group of linear transformations of

CI; this is the Weyl group of (G, K).

Let 7r denote the projection map of G onto G/K and r(g) the diffeo-

morphism of G/K given by r(g): xK-^gxK. Let CX(G/K) denote the

algebra of all CM complex valued functions on G/K. We put/=/ox

if fEC(G/K), and w(e)=0. Let D(G/K) denote the algebra of all

differential operators on G/K which are invariant under the ac-

tion of G; a differential operator D on G/K belongs to D(G/K) if

D(for(g)) = (Df)or(g) for all fEC(G/K), gEG.
Let Xu X2, ■ • ■ , Xp be a basis of <? and let S((?) denote the algebra

of polynomials in these basis elements. Each endomorphism T

of <P induces a homomorphism Q—*T-Q of «S((P) given by (T-Q)

(Xi, ■ ■ • , Xp) =Q(T-Xi, • • • , T-Xp). In particular Q will denote

(-I)-Q. Let 1(9) denote the set of polynomials in S((P) which are

invariant under Ad<?(P). Note that if QEI(&) then QEI((?)-

ForfEC°>iG/K) and QEI(<?) the equation

W)Ms)) = iQidh • • • , dp)fig-expix1Xl + ■■ ■+ xpXp)))iO)

defines a differential operator on G/K invariant under the action of

G. The map Q—^Dq is a one to one linear map of /((?) onto D(G/K).

An element4>ECX(G/K) is called a spherical function on G/K if:

(i) <£(7r(e)) = l,

(ii) <j> o r(k) =<p for all kEK,
(iii) D<t> =\^(D)dt for all DED(G/K), for certain complex numbers

X,(P).

3. We start with the following criterion about elements in I((P).

Theorem 3.1. Let P, QEI(<P)- Then P = Qif and only if (PP0)(O)
= (Pq</>)(0) for all spherical functions <b on G/K.

Proof. Observe that Dp<b = ((D/x£) (O))0 = ((PQ<£) (0))</> = DQfa since

0 is a spherical function. Furthermore Pp($ o-r(g)) = iDp<p) o rig)

= (Po</>) or(g) =DQi<j> orig)) for all gEG, since DP and DQ are in-

variant under G. Therefore DP and DQ coincide on each V4,, where

V4, denotes the subspace of CxiG/K) spanned by \<p o rig): gEG}.

If we consider on C°°(G/P) the C-topology (based on uniform con-

vergence of sequences of functions and their successive derivatives),

we have the following Fourier-Peter-Weyl developments

CiG/K) ~ Y V*,        C°iG/K) ~ Y V„
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where <p runs over all the spherical functions on G/K. Now the theo-

rem follows from the fact that the differential operators on G/K are

continuous linear transformations of Q°(G/K).    Q.E.D.

Let h be a function on G. We say that h is bi-invariant under K if

h(kgk') =h(g) for all k, k'EK, and we define k by ti(g)=h(g~l), gEG.
Let / be a function on G/K invariant under K, i.e. for(k) =/ for all

kEK. Then the equation J(gK) =f(g~1K) defines a function f on

G/K such that/"=/\

Lemma 3.2. Let fEC°°(G/K) be invariant under K. Then

(DQf)(0) = (Ddf)(0)

for all QEI(<P).

Proof. It is a straight forward computation:

(DQf)(0) = (Q(du ■ ■ ■ , dp)f~(exp(xiX! + ■ ■ ■+ xpXp)))(0)

= (Q(di, ■ • ■ , dp)f(exp(-XiXi-*,*„))) (0)

.       .      = (Q(di, ■ ■ ■ , dp)f(exp(xiXi + • • • + xpXp)))(0)

1 = (Og/)(0).        Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.3. Let (G, K) be a symmetric pair, G compact. The

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) every closed G-invariant subspace of C(G/K) is selfadjoint;

(ii) the Weyl group of (G, K) contains —I;

(iii) every function f on G, bi-invariant under K, has the property

f(g)=f(g-l)forallgEG;
(iv) the spherical functions on G/K are real valued.

Proof, (i) implies (iv). For every spherical function c6, V$ is a

closed (in fact dim F^ < °°) G-invariant subspace of C(G/K) and

therefore selfadjoint. Since $ is also a spherical function on G/K and

F^ contains one and only one spherical function, it follows that <j> = #.

(iv) implies (i). If <j> is a real valued spherical function on G/K then

all the translates d> o r(g), (gEG), of c5 are real valued, hence F* is

selfadjoint. Using the Fourier-Peter-Weyl development of C(G/K)

the assertion follows.

(ii) implies (iii). Let/ be a function on G bi-invariant under K.

By hypothesis there exists an element kEK such that Ad(k)H= —H

for all HE ®. Therefore if a = exp H, HE &, we have

f(a) =/(exp 27) = /(ft(exp H)^) =f(exp(-H)) =/(a"»)

for all aEA. Using the fact that G = KAK we get
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fig) =fikaki) -/(a) =fia~') -/(JklW1) = fig'1)

for all gEG.
(iii) implies (iv). If 0 is a spherical function on G/K it follows that

<£ is a positive definite function on G, i.e.,

Y    $igi   gj)0Ci0Cj ^  0

for all finite sets gi, ■ ■ ■ , gn oi elements in G and any complex num-

bers ai, ■ • •, an. In particular we have therefore that <£~ =4>~. Since

4> is bi-invariant under K,4> = 4>   =4>~ = 4>~; hence <p = fa

(iv) implies (ii). If <p is a real valued spherical function on G/K,

then <t> = 4> and so 4>" =4> = 4>; hence 4>=fa From Lemma 3.2 it

follows that

iDQ<p)iO) = iDQ$)iO) = (P<#)(0)

for all spherical functions on G/K. Therefore Theorem 3.1 implies

that Q = Q for all QEIi®)- Given HE® consider the compact orbits

Adc(P)Pr and AdG(P)( — H). If these two orbits were disjoint it

would be possible to find a continuous function on <P identically 1

on AdG(PJ)( — H) and identically 0 on AdG(P)iP Owing to the

Weierstrass approximation theorem there would exist a polynomial

QESi<?) such that

| QiX) |   ^ 1/3        for all X E AdG(P)P

| QiX) - 11   |l/3        for all X E AdG(P)(-P).

Then the polynomial

<2o=  f Adoik)-Qdk
J K

idk normalized Haar measure on K), would belong to 7"(<P) and would

take different values at H and —H. This would contradict the fact

that every QEIi<P) has the property QiX) =QiX) =Qi-X) for all

XE&. Hence for any PfG<P, AdGiK)H intersects AdG(P)(-Pf), in

particular, for any H there exists kEK such that AdG(&)Pf = —H. It

is always true that given a subset 03 of ft such that AdG(&)(BCft for

some kEK, then there exists an element s in the Weyl group W of

(G, K) such that s-H = Adaik)H for all HE<$>- Therefore there exists

an element sE Wsuch that s-H= —H. In other words, if A, denotes

the linear subspace of Ct of all HE& such that s-H= —H, sEW, we

have proved that Q, = [),ew As. Since W is finite, it follows that for

some sEW, A,= (H. This completes the proof.    Q.E.D.
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As a corollary of Theorem 3.3 we point out the corresponding

result for compact connected Lie groups.

Given a compact connected Lie group G let T(G) denote the group

of transformations of G generated by the right and left translations.

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a compact connected Lie group. The following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) every closed T(G)-invariant subspace of C(G) is selfadjoint;

(ii) the Weyl group of G contains —I;

(iii) every element of G is conjugate to its inverse;

(iv) every function f on G which is constant on conjugacy classes has

the property f(g) =f(g~1) for all gEG;
(v) the characters of all irreducible representations of G are real.

Proof. If T is a maximal toral subgroup of G, then the Weyl group

of G is the group of linear transformations of the Lie algebra of T

induced from conjugation by elements in the normalizer of T in G.

Let K denote the diagonal of GXG then (GXG, K) is a symmetric

pair (the symmetry is cr: (gi, g2)—>(g2, gi)) and (GXG)/K is diffeo-

morphic to G under the mapping

(gi,g2)K-+gig2 gi,g2EG.

The decomposition gXS=3C©(P of the Lie algebra of GXG in-

duced by the differential of a is 3C={(A, A): A£g} and G> =

{(X, -A):A£g}. The mapping A->(X, -A) maps g onto (P,

mapping the Lie algebra of T onto a maximal abelian subalgebra of

gXQ contained in (P, and sending the Weyl group of (GXG, K) iso-

morphically onto the Weyl group of G.

The only thing we have to add is that from the theory of represen-

tations of compact groups it is known that the spherical functions on

G are precisely

4> = (Wx

where x is the character of an irreducible representation of G and dx

denotes its dimension.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.5. If the Weyl group of G contains —I, then G is semi-

simple and none if its simple components is locally isomorphic to

SU(n)(n>2), to 50(4w + 2), nor to E,.

Proof (Cf. [2, §4.8]). The Lie algebra of G is compact. Thus

g = Z©[g, g] where Z is the center of 9 and [g, 9] is semisimple.

From Theorem 3.4 (iii) every central element of G has square 1,
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therefore G can not be locally isomorphic to a Lie group with a vector

subgroup as direct factor, hence Z= {o} and G is semisimple. The

universal covering group G of G is compact (Weyl theorem) and the

Weyl group of G also contains —I, therefore every central element of

G has square 1. If a simple component of G is locally isomorphic to

SU(») («>2), to SO(4«4-2) or to P6, then G has a direct factor

SU(w) (w>2), or SO(4ra + 2), or P6, respectively, which is impossible

because the center of that direct factor is cyclic of order n>2, or

cyclic of order 4, or cyclic of order 3, respectively.    Q.E.D.

Remark 3.6. From Cartan classification of compact simple simply

connected Lie groups it follows that if G is a compact connected

semisimple Lie group such that none of its simple components is

locally isomorphic to SU(«) (w>2), toSO(4w4-2), nor toP6, then the

Weyl group of G contains — I.
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